Exercise Guide N° 1
1. Place the corresponding Personal Pronoun (depending on the subject or
depending on the object).
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Kate is my friend. ______ is a teacher.
Who is this man? This is Henry. _______ is my boss.
Are you with tom? Yes, I am with _____
I'm not with them. Are _____ with them?
We are at the movies. Are you watching the movie with _____?
I love this book! Did you read ____?
Where are Tom and Kate living? ____ live next to my house.
Where's the cat? ____ is in the garden.
Amy and John are my new friends. I really like ____.

2. Complete the sentenses. Use subject pronouns.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Mr. Bean is Bristh. _______ is from the UK.
Madonna is American. ______ is from the USA.
My cousins are French. ______ are from France.
Mary and I are friends. ______ are American.
______ am from Mexico.
You are at school. _____ are students.

3. Complete the text. Use the correct form of to be.
My name _____ Michael. I ____ from London. London ____ a big city. I ____ twuelve
years old and may sister Jill _____ fourteen. We _____ students at Brixton Secondary
School. My parents ______ teachers. They ____ from Scotland.

4. Complete the table:
COUNTRY
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
CHINA
IRELAND
MEXICO
BRAZIL
ITALY
AUSTRIA
VENEZUELA

NATIONALITY
ARGENTINIAN

LANGUAGE
SPANISH

5. Complete the questions. Use question words and the correct form of to be.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

What is your name?
______ nationality _____ Angeline Jolie?
______ old _____ you?
______ ______ Serena and Venus Willians from?
______ ______ the capital of Portugal?
_____ _____ you? “Fine, thanks”.

6. Write the contractions.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

We are
He is
They are not
It is not
I am not
You are
She is not
They are
We are not
I am
You are not

we’re
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

7. Complete the questions.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Is it a pencil?
_____ Dan and Jill English teachers?
_____ you an intelligent student?
_____ Jane Wood from New York?
_____ we in the classroom?
_____ your teacher from England?
_____ you from Australia?
_____ George Clooney an actor?

8. Write these sentences in the negative.
a) Disney World is in Portugal
Disney World is not in Portugal.
b) Madonna is from Spain.
_____________________________________
c) I´m French
_____________________________________
d) They´re students
_____________________________________

e) Britney Spears is thirteen
_____________________________________
f) We are in China
_____________________________________

9. Answer the questions. Use short answers.
a) Is it a pen? (book)
No, it isn´t. It´s a book
b) Is it a dog? (cat)
___________________________________
c) Is he Young? (old)
___________________________________
d) Is it small? (big)
___________________________________
e) Are they students? (teachers)
___________________________________
f) Is it Italian? (French)
___________________________________

10. Rewrite the sentences and putt he adjectives in the correct position.
a) Portuguese is the language of Brazil. (official)
Portuguese in the official language of Brazil.
b) Shakira is a Singer. (Colombian)
________________________________________________
c) The statue of Liberty is a monument in New York. (famous)
________________________________________________
d) Hugh Grant is an actor. (English)
________________________________________________
e) Alejandro Sanz is a Singer. (Spanish)
________________________________________________
11. Write the plural of these nouns
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Flag ____________
Glass ___________
Man ____________
Boy ____________
Box ____________
Person __________
Family __________
Hobby __________
Teacher _________
Church __________

12. Write these sentenses in the plural
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

A potato is a vegetable. Potatoes are vegetables
The teacher is Good: __________________________________________
The red bus is typical of London: _________________________________
How old is the secretary? ______________________________________
The fox is a wild animal. _______________________________________
This child in intelligent. ________________________________________

13. Add two more numbers to the number sequences.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Ten, twenty, thirty, forty, _______ , ________
Three, six, nine, twelve, _______ , ________
Sixty, fifty eight, fifty six, fifty four, ___________ , _______________
First, second, Third, _______ , _________

14. Complete the text. Use a, an or the.
Spanish is _____ international language. It is _____ main language, for example, of
Spain, Mexico, Ecuador and Venezuela. It is also important in ______ United States of
America. It is ______ language of García Márquez, Shakira and Maluma.!
15. Write sentences.
a) Colombian / Singer / a / is / Shakira
__________________________________________________________________
b) Sixteen / ? / are / old / you / years
__________________________________________________________________
c) Isn´t / Paris / an / city / English
__________________________________________________________________
d) Singer/Madonna/is/international/an
____________________________________________________________
e) Mexico/is/of/the/spanish/official/language
____________________________________________________________
f)

Inteligent/are/students/they
____________________________________________________________

g) Poet/is/Pablo Neruda/a/famous
____________________________________________________________
h) The Usa/main/is/English/the/language/of
____________________________________________________________
i)

Isn´t/Paris/an/city/English
____________________________________________________________

j)

Canadian/aren´t/we/students
____________________________________________________________

16. Complete the table
AFFIRMATIVE
NEGATIVE
INTERROGATIVE
AFFIRMATIVE
NEGATIVE
INTERROGATIVE
AFFIRMATIVE
NEGATIVE
INTERROGATIVE
AFFIRMATIVE
NEGATIVE
INTERROGATIVE
AFFIRMATIVE
NEGATIVE
INTERROGATIVE

We are not Italian

I am from New York

Is Buenos Aires the capital of Argentina?
He is Chinese

Brad Pitt isn¨t German.

